From: Bucharest (RUMAN)
To: Tokyo (Summer: (Vice Chief, General Staff))
30 January 1944
JAS

#192 Parts 1 - 3*

NE Intelligence.

Addresses of wires to soldiers of (?overseas troops?) intercepted since November are as follows:

1. English mainland.

62 to 72.

AMABDY
AMACUR
AMBIH0
AMEVOK
AMEVOR
AMEVYO
AMEWAM
AMFASA
AMFIRS
AMPIM*
AMFIRM
AMFISO
AMFUCO
AM(??FUNI??)
AMFUSA
AMFUTY
AMFUVA
AMFYAS
AMFYMA
AMFYSO

Japanese
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AMGASU
AMGAHO
AMGEPI
AMGIBO
AMGILU
AMGIMI
AMGUOR
AMGUSU
AMHUGU
AMICEL
AMICFA

(Part 2)

AMICOR
AMICUR
AMIDAT
AMIDPO
AMIFA*
AMI*OP
AMIGAV
AMIGUV
AMILIC
AMIHIG
AMIJ(???)F
AMIKAM
AMILAW
AMIMBU
AMIP EV
AMMETO
AMOMO(???)a
AMONRA
AMONUM
AMOPAK
AMOROD
AMOSFU
AMOSNA b
AMPY(???) I
AMRCHI
AMRIMO

Japanese

Page 2
(Part 3)

2. (?Casablanca?).

11

AMNEIL
AMNYIM
AMOBID
AM(?Y?)^dA(?AE?)^e
AMNO(?KV?)^e
AMOBHO
AMMERU
AMNIHO
AMISAA
AMNIGA
AMAP^{*#}
AM --20U-- .

4. Iran

AMKUHI
AMKYAV
AMKYGA
AMK(?Y?)^{#GA
AMTIPU
AMJATU
AMTYRU
AMLONI
AMRY(?B?)^{#0

* = Part 4 not yet readable.
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a - May be "X".
b - May be "G".
c - May be "B".
d - May be "N".
e - May be "FI".
f - May be "I".
g - May be "N".

Inter 31 Jan 44 (92) Japanese
Rec'd  3 Feb 44
Trans 18 Mar 44 (2953-1)